
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Moss Stitch Zipper Scarf 

MATERIALS

Red Heart Super Saver (198 g/7 oz, 333 meters/364 yards, 4 weight)

1 skein each

Aran, Gray Heather, Orchid, Med Purple (you will have plenty to make several scarves)

6.5 mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle

Link to Moss Stitch Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/zH3aJpVxy3U

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook.

Chain (CH): YO (yarn over) and pull through loop on hook.

https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/red-heart-super-saver-yarn-2?variant=47071453249851&utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_11_03__products
https://youtu.be/zH3aJpVxy3U


SIZE

PATTERN

With Aran, chain 130 or any even number to the length you desire, see size chart suggestions above.

ROW 1: Starting in the 4th chain from hook, work 1 SC. *CH 1. Skip one chain, SC in next chain. Repeat from *
across the row, ending with 1 SC into the last CH. CH 2 and turn.

ROW 2: Starting in the first CH 1 space from the previous row, work 1 SC. *CH 1, skip 1 SC, SC in next CH 1
space, repeat from * across the row, ending with 1 SC worked into the space between the final SC and CH 2
turning chain from the previous row. CH 2 and turn.

Repeat ROW 2 instructions for the entire scarf, making the color changes as follows:

7 rows Aran
1 row Gray Heather
2 rows Orchid
2 rows Medium Purple
2 rows Orchid
2 rows Medium Purple
1 row Gray Heather
7 rows Aran

Tip: To change color, pull through on the last step of the last SC on the row with the new color. Cut old color leaving a
long tail to weave in later. 

After finishing the scarf and weaving in all the ends, work one round of SC around the entire scarf. Begin by
pulling up a loop in any corner and chaining one. Then work SC into that same space and work SC as evenly as
possible around the edges. Work 3 SC into each corner space. Join with a slip stitch to the first SC of the round
and then tie off and weave in the end. 


